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LAND ART IN PAYS
PORTES DE GASCOGNE

Difficult red course

52.5 Km

Starting point : At the outdoor leisure centre in Samatan, near the holiday village Vacanciel
Car park : Outdoor leisure centre

Elevation: 677 m / -654 m

Duration: 2 hours and 6 minutes

Altitude: 312 m / 163 m
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From Samatan, via the cycle path, take the
direction of Lombez, after the Château
Barbet, turn right towards Sauveterre (D234),
pass in front of the Saint-Christophe’s chapel.
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Continue the road to the fork junction, take
the D538 towards Villefranche d'Astarac, a
beautiful viewpoint, outside the village is the
Yané.
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Go through the village to take the
direction of Simorre (D12), Continue on
the D12
Turn right towards Saint-Elix and Bois
de Larrouy to reach the Kazé.
At the exit of the village take the
direction of Mongausy and turn right
to join the D626 then continue straight
on the D223 in the direction of
Montamat and before Montamat
continue on the left in the direction of
Samatan.

LAND ART
Trend of contemporary art using the framework and materials of nature.
Exhibited in the open air, the works are made of wood, earth, stone or even rocks.

Heritage
and
viewpoints
in the
Savès

On the territory of Pays Portes de Gascogne, unique works to discover, inspired by a place, its
history and its landscape.
This route from Samatan allows you to discover in Villefranche le Yané means "roof" in Japanese. Wide range of blond wood on the hillside, which embraces the village of Villefranche. This protective roof invites you to take the time to look at the surrounding landscapes in a different way.
In Saint-Elix d'Astarac, Kazé is the "wind" in Japanese. This imposing sculpture of woven
branches evokes a cyclone trapped in the forest. Light and majestic, it symbolizes all the
strength and power of the wind. Nearby, a clearing with a magnificent 300-year-old oak tree
invites you to take a break and day-dream.
Works produced by Teruhisa Suzuki, Japanese sculptor living and working in France for 30
years.
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